
I am Fatima Mir Seyid, a neurologist and a graduate of the Azerbaijan Medical University.
Currently, I am working at the Yasamal Hospital.

I firmly believe that there are no limits to improving knowledge and skills. Therefore, I would
like to take part in the School of Advanced Studies (SAS) of the European Headache
Federation (EHF), where I can enhance my clinical experience, interact with physicians and
researchers, and stay updated on the latest trends in migraine research.

I aspire to be part of a team in one of the leading international organizations dedicated to
studying and researching migraines. I seek high-quality and well-rounded educational
activities that will further strengthen my critical thinking and skills, enabling me to tackle
complex knowledge in the field of clinical headache medicine and gain comprehensive
knowledge for multidisciplinary perspectives.

I am confident that collaborating with you will provide me with opportunities for further
professional development, knowledge enrichment, and practical experience in the field of
clinical headache medicine. I believe that attending your school will undoubtedly be the best
continuation of my career and will elevate the quality of my work.

The knowledge I acquire with your assistance will be applied in practice, benefiting patients
individually and society as a whole. I am committed to seizing any opportunity for acquiring
new knowledge and skills necessary for high-quality professional practice.

Active participation in numerous international continuing education courses has helped me
develop the following skills:

a) Proficiency in essential clinical and instrumental examination methods for patients with
planned and emergency pathologies, as well as planned and emergency investigations and
treatment methods.

b) Effective communication with patients and their relatives, when my involvement is
required. I possess knowledge of relevant medical documentation.

c) I apply my advanced practical knowledge and skills to provide medical solutions with a
human touch, dedicating time to understand each patient and their needs. Happy and
comfortable patients respond better to medical procedures and treatments we provide. Many
of my former patients maintain contact and have become friends.

d) Being an avid reader of medical journals and theoretical literature, I stay up-to-date with
new developments, medications, and procedures, successfully implementing them in my
work and practice. I firmly believe in continuous learning and reevaluating how we all
operate to deliver the best medical services to our patients.
In my subjective opinion, as a doctor with years of experience, I believe that there is a
significant lack of high-quality and advanced knowledge, as well as the application of
international experience and the latest trends in the field of clinical headache medicine in
Azerbaijan.



For this reason, I hope that the knowledge and skills I can acquire through your assistance
will, even if to a small extent, help address this issue.
I am ready to study and work with utmost dedication, acquire new knowledge, and constantly
strive for self-improvement in order to justify the trust placed in me.

Thank you for considering my letter, and I eagerly await your response.


